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MEANING OF DIVISIONAL STRUCTURE- 

It is an organizational  structure in which various departments are created on the basis of products, region or 

territory. Thus under divisional structure an organization  

 Is divided into separate units or divisions 

 Within each division functional structure is adopted 

 Each unit has a divisional manager who is responsible for the performance  and has authority over  

the division and who is solely responsible for the profit or loss of their division. 

 

Suitability of Divisional Structure 

It is suitable when:- 

 Organization deals in large variety of products using different resources. 

 Growth prospects are high. 

 Organization wants to diversify into different products and expand to different territories. 

 

Advantages of Divisional Structure 

1. Accountability- Each division is headed by a divisional head who is responsible for the performance of  

the division; its profits, revenues and costs. Thus it becomes easier to  evaluate the performance of the  

manager and fix responsibility. 

2. Expansion and growth-  This structure facilitates expansion and growth as new division can be added 

without interrupting the existing operations. 

3. Quick decision making- The divisional head has the authority to run the department. This provides  

flexibility in decision making and encourages the manager to take initiative for better performance. 

4. Managerial Development- While managing various functions within a division the divisional head 

Develops specialized skills which prepare him for higher positions. 

5. Product specialization- All the activities related to a particular product are grouped under one division 

which brings product specialization.  

 

DISADVANTAGES OF DIVISIONAL STRUCTURE 



1. Conflict among divisions- Conflict may arise among different divisions on allocation of funds and other  

resources. 

 

2. Ignoring organizational interest- Divisional heads focus on achieving the objectives of their respective  

divisions and may ignore organizational objectives or interests. 

 

3. Misuse of authority- Greater autonomy to divisional heads may lead to misuse of authority. 

 

4. Increased operation cost- since each division performs all functions it requires separate staff and 

other resources. Thus there is duplication of physical facilities which leads to increase in cost.  

  

COMPARISON BETWEEN FUNCTIONAL AND DIVISIONAL STRUCTURE 

Basis Functional structure Divisional structure 

   

Formation Structure is based on functions. Structure is based on product lines,  

  territory or region. 

   

Specialization Functional specialization Product specialization 

   

Cost Economical as there is no duplication It is costly as there is duplication of  

  facilities. 

   

Responsibility Difficulty in fixing responsibility on one It is easier to fix responsibility on each 

 department. division. 

   

Managerial  As functional functions are performed Leads to managerial development 

Development by the manager hence possibility of As divisional head performs different  

 development is less. type of functions. 

   

Flexibility Not much flexibility as decision making Flexibility in decision making as the 

 authority is with top management divisional head has authority to take  

  decisions 

Suitability  For Single product For Multi product 
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